
Planning and Transportation Committee
BACKGROUND PAPERS

Date: TUESDAY, 8 MAY 2018
Time: 10.30 am
Venue: LIVERY HALL - GUILDHALL

10. 35 FURNIVAL STREET LONDON

Report of the Chief Planning Officer and Development Director.

This application was deferred at the last meeting on 9 April to enable Members 
to make a site visit.

Members are asked to resume the previous debate and only Members that were 
present at the last meeting are eligible to determine and vote on the application.

11. 3 - 4 BARTHOLOMEW PLACE LONDON

Report of the Chief Planning Officer and Development Director.

12. BROKEN WHARF HOUSE. 2 BROKEN WHARF

Report of the Chief Planning Officer and Development Director.

Item received too late for circulation in conjunction with the Agenda.

John Barradell
Town Clerk and Chief Executive
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Background Papers 
Representations 
 
E-mail  22 December 2014  Chloe Nash  
Online  23 December 2014  Mr Dan Burgess 
Online  23 December 2014  Mr Val-Daniel Geary 
Online  24 December 2014  Mr Mathieu Fourny 
Online  26 December 2014  Mr Fraser Ashman 
Online  29 December 2014  Mrs Nina Keay 
Online  30 December 2014  Mrs Lisa May 
Online  31 December 2014  Ms Yanming Bay 
Online  31 December 2014  Mr Milos Cukovic 
Online  01 January 2015  Ms Lisa Zazzera-Vryzakis 
Online  02 January 2015  Ms Lidia Zazzera 
Online  03 January 2015  Mrs Joanne Santa Maria 
Online  04 January 2015  Mrs Giuliana Birri 
Online  05 January 2015  Mr Nigel May 
Online  05 January 2015  Mr Tony Ng 
Online  06 January 2015  Lord John Krebs 
Online  14 January 2015  Miss Chloe Nash 
Online  15 January 2015  Dr Susan Scott 
Online  16 February 2015  Mr Mathieu Fourny 
E-mail  19 February 2015  Stephen and Poppy Newton 
Online  20 February 2015  Mr & Mrs Fraser and Sandra Ashman 
Online  23 February 2015  Mr Val-Daniel Geary 
Online  24 February 2015  Mr Nigel May 
Online  24 February 2015  Mr Mathieu Fourny 
Online  03 March 2015  Mr Mathieu Fourny 
Online  03 March 2015  Mr Walter Scott 
Online  03 March 2015  Miss Lidia Zazzera 
Online  05 March 2015  Mr Milos Cukovic 
Online  06 March 2015  Ms Yanming Bay 
E-mail  15 August 2015  Stephen and Poppy Newton 
Online  17 August 2015  Ms Lidia Zazzera 
Online  18 August 2015  Mr Mathieu Fourny [part 1] 
Online  18 August 2015  Mr Mathieu Fourny [part 2] 
Online  20 August 2015  Mrs Eleanor Byrne 
Online  21 August 2015  Ms Yanming Bay 
Online  23 August 2015  Dr Yuk Wah Chan 
Online  23 August 2015  Mr Val-Daniel Geary 
Online  27 August 2015  Mr Duncan Ashman 
Online  27 August 2015  Mr Nigel May 
Online  29 August 2015  Mrs Lisa May 
Online  30 August 2015  Mr Milos Cukovic 
Online  31 August 2015  Mrs Giuliana Birri 
Online  03 September 2015  Miss Chloe Nash 
Online  04 September 2015  Lord John Krebs 
Online  04 September 2015  Mrs Elizabeth Speirs 
Online  09 September 2015  Mrs Joanne Santa Maria 
Online  09 September 2015  Mr Stephen Newton 
Online  13 September 2015  Mr Tony Ng 
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Online  04 October 2015  Miss Chloe Nash 
Online  25 May 2017  Mrs Giuliana Birri 
Online  26 May 2017  Mr Iain Allison 
Online  27 May 2017  Dr Susan Scott 
Online  29 May 2017  Mrs Nina Keay 
Online  30 May 2017  Mrs Eleanor Byrne 
Online  31 May 2017  Mr Mathieu Fourny [1/2] 
Online  31 May 2017  Mr Mathieu Fourny [2/2] 
Online  31 May 2017  Mr Bharat Mekani [1/2] 
Online  31 May 2017  Mr Bharat Mekani [2/2] 
Online  31 May 2017  Mr Nigel May 
E-mail  02 June 2017  Stephen Newton 
E-mail  02 June 2017  Lidia Zazzera 
Online  02 June 2017  Mrs Joanne Santa Maria 
Online  03 June 2017  Ms Jane Richards 
Online  03 June 2017  Miss Grace Chan 
Online  03 June 2017  Dr Karen Chan 
Online  04 June 2017  Mr Milos Cukovic 
E-mail  04 June 2017  Professor Lord John Krebs 
Online  06 June 2017  Ms Yanming Bay 
Online  07 June 2017  Mrs Coralie Murphy 
Online  08 June 2017  Miss Chloe Nash   
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60 sq m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr raoul duysings

Address: flat 28 SJLH 8 high timber street London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:I would like to comment on the proposed application. Whilst I am glad to see

development plans for the building, I have concerns about how the new hotel would be serviced.

As a residence in sir john lyon house, facing gardener's lane, as well as access to broken wharf

house, I am extremely worried about extra traffic/ deliveries /noise.

 

Specifically

 

Gardeners lane is a single lane road. It services 2 apartment buildings as well as the high timber

restaurant. Deliveries already start at early 6.30 am. The addition of extra delivery vehicles will

significantly add to noise levels as well as traffic jams. There is no room for vans to park and I

imagine our garage entrance will be blocked whilst they wait to unload. Vans beep loudly as they

reverse and given constant blockages on the lane there is already a lot of this. Most residents in

Sir John Lyon house work long hours in the City of London and value sleep when they can get it! I

would be happy to for anyone from the City of London planning department to come and see the

chaos on gardenrs lane on a Monday morning as I just cant see how extra traffic could be

accommodated.

 

The amount of extra taxis/ ubers that will wait for pick ups at hotel will greatly increase grid lock on

high timber street as well is gardener's lane. This will only get worse when the new hotel at

queenhithe is completed.
Page 123
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Hotel staff having cigarette breaks outside access on gardenrs lane. Go to any London hotel there

is always a group of satff stood outside the staff entrance having cigarette breaks. This will be

disruptive to residents as I imagine the hotel will be staffed 24/h per day.

 

It seems to me the access/ servicing to the proposed hotel should be from broken wharf. Servicing

a hotel is quite different to an office block and I fear it will great affect quality of life for residents at

sir john lyon house which untimely will have a negative effect on the value of our property.
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: Hassall, Pam

Sent: 07 August 2017 08:51

To: Delves, Gemma

Subject: FW: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

From: PLN - Comments  

Sent: 06 August 2017 20:09 
To: PLN - Comments 

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL 

 

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 8:08 PM on 06 Aug 2017 from Mr Anthony Rose. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf 

London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class 

C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace 

and restaurant. Works to existing building 

to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and 

entrance (40.6 sq m) and extension at 

sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  
Case Officer: Gemma Delves  
Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr Anthony Rose 
Email:   

Address: 23 Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber St 

Blackfriars 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning 

Application 
Reasons for 

comment:  

Comments: We received a letter from council 

promising that drawings would be 

available online.  

 

But I can't see any drawings here. 

 

So let's put this down as an Objection 
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until drawings are available for review. 

 

Thanks 
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: Hassall, Pam

Sent: 07 August 2017 08:53

To: Delves, Gemma

Subject: FW: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

From: PLN - Comments  

Sent: 07 August 2017 08:12 
To: PLN - Comments 

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL 

 

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 8:11 AM on 07 Aug 2017 from Mr Mark Spinner. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf 

London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class 

C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace 

and restaurant. Works to existing building 

to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and 

entrance (40.6 sq m) and extension at 

sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  
Case Officer: Gemma Delves  
Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr Mark Spinner 
Email:  

Address: Flat 108, Globe View 10 High Timber Street 

London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning 

Application 
Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Residential Amenity  

- Traffic or Highways  
Comments: Without access to the detailed plans it is 

difficult to comment with any real detail. I 

have very significant concerns regarding 

the increased level of noise and congestion 

both during the construction phase and 

once the ApartHotel complex is opened. If 
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access is going to be restricted to the 

existing access via High Timber Street this 

would cause me substantial concerns 

particularly since it is likely that traffic will 

increase significantly both in terms of 

volume and the times during which the 

new ApartHotel will be accessed (being 

24/7 the incidence of late night noise from 

traffic and Hotel guests will increase 

dramatically. 

 

At present access to and from Gardeners 

Lane and the car parking associated with 

Globe View is restricted considerably in the 

early mornings when delivery lorries park 

up to make deliveries restricting t=our 

rights of access often for 30 minutes or 

more. This will be dramatically increased 

as deliveries increase and traffic builds up 

in High Timber Street. 

 

Overall I see no benefit at all for the 

current residents of the neighbouring 

properties. 
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Sehmi, Amrith

From:

Sent: 07 August 2017 14:36

To: PLN - Comments

Subject: Broken Whard House 2, creation of an apart hotel

Categories: Red Category

Dear Gemma,  
 
I had heard about these plans first from a delegation of residents of the neighbouring Sir John Lyon House, where I 
live.  
 
Changing the planning from residential to more than 100 units of an apart hotel in my view is an extremely bad idea 
that will not only be highly detrimental to the value of the property of the surrounding buildings, but also to the pieceful 
living we had so far.  
 
That many units in a medium size building mean these smaller rooms will mostly appeal to younger folk with the 
expected downside effects on noise (parties in the rooms or outside the building) and cleanliness of the surroundings. 
I had also heard that the servicing of the appartments is planned to happen via the tiny road leading to the courtyard 
of Sir John Lyon House. This area tends to be noisy anyway due to deliveries to High Timber Restaurant, the very 
noisy portacrush waste compactor from the opposite building (Globeview) and contractor/deliveries to SJLH. Adding 
to that daily servicing and deliveries for 113 appartments for the building next door will make the courtyard-facing 
apartments (which includes mine unfortunately) almost inhabitable.  
 
In summary, I oppose to the plans to change from residential to aparthotel in the strongest possible terms  
 
Kind regards  
Claus  
 
 
Claus Müller 
Head of Loan Sales  
 
MIZUHO Bank, Ltd. 
Mizuho House , 30 Old Bailey  
London , EC4M 7AU 

Do you really need to print this email? Please think about the environment. +-------------------------------------
---------------------------+ This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely 
for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this message in error 
please delete it and any files transmitted with it, after notifying postmaster@mhcb.co.uk. Any opinions 
expressed in this message may be those of the author and not necessarily those of the Company. The 
Company accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein. 
This message is not intended to create legal relations between the Company and the recipient. Recipients 
should please note that messages sent via the internet may be intercepted and that caution should therefore 
be exercised before despatching to the Company any confidential or sensitive information. Authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority. 
Subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are 
available from us +----------------------------------------------------------------+  
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: PLN - Comments

Sent: 08 August 2017 17:19

To: PLN - Comments

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 5:18 PM on 08 Aug 2017 from Mrs Colette Dartford. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create 

an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 113 units) with ancillary 

gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing 

building to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq 

m) and extension at sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  

Case Officer: Gemma Delves  

Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mrs Colette Dartford 

Email: 
 

Address: Flat 56 Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Residential Amenity  

- Traffic or Highways  

Comments: This proposed development is adjacent to SJLH, whose 

residents already have to tolerate noise, traffic and 

pollution from Gardeners Lane.  

This single lane road currently services 2 apartment 

buildings as well as a restaurant.  

Deliveries begin around 6.30 am and with the proposed 

development, there will be even more deliveries, adding 

to noise, pollution and traffic congestion. As there is no 

room for vans to park I anticipate the garage entrance to 

SJLH will be blocked whilst they wait to unload. Vans 

beep loudly as they reverse and given constant 

blockages on the lane. It is difficult to see how extra 

traffic could possibly be accommodated. 

In addition, the amount of extra taxis/ ubers that will 

wait for pick ups at hotel will greatly increase grid lock 

on High Timber Street and Gardener's Lane.  
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It would seem to make more sense that access to the 

proposed development should be from Broken Wharf.  

I fear the current plans take no account of the negative 

affects on the health or wellbeing of SJLH residents. 
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: PLN - Comments

Sent: 08 August 2017 19:58

To: PLN - Comments

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 7:40 PM on 08 Aug 2017 from Ms Jo Adlam . 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create 

an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 113 units) with ancillary 

gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing 

building to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq 

m) and extension at sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  

Case Officer: Gemma Delves  

Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Ms Jo Adlam  

Email: 
 

Address: 47, Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Traffic or Highways  

Comments: As others have noted, it is difficult to make comments 

without detailed plans being available, and while in 

general I am behind the redevelopment of Broken Wharf, 

I have two principal concerns: 

 

1: Increased volume of traffic (specifically on Gardner's 

Lane, but also High Timber Street), resulting in 

detriment to the access for existing Sir John Lyon House 

residents and service vehicles, increased vehicle noise 

and environmental pollution, and increased wear to the 

fabric of both Sir John Lyon House and Globe View (there 

has already been significant damage done to the fabric 

of the building of Sir John Lyon House as the result of 

poor manoeuvring by large delivery/service lorries). In 

addition, Gardener's Lane is extremely narrow with a 

small strip of pavement: my flat is in the riverside block 

and increased congestion here will make it even more 
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dangerous for pedestrians, in particular small children (of 

which I have two). 

 

2: A significant increase in noise and antisocial 

behaviour, loss of privacy and lack of security. Our flat 

abuts and is overlooked by Broken Wharf's top floor and 

roof terrace (which I believe is proposed as a communal 

space with access from all apartments) at very close 

proximity: I believe from previous experience that 

internal noise transmission and external noise, cigarette 

smoke and general congregations could become a 

problem, exacerbated by the fact that short lets like the 

ones proposed have little or no responsibility to the 

community. There are also security concerns given the 

proximity of our roof terraces and the likely frequent 

turnover of residents: in short, far from ideal neighbours, 

particularly for those of us with young families. 
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: PLN - Comments

Sent: 08 August 2017 20:31

To: PLN - Comments

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 8:30 PM on 08 Aug 2017 from Mr Robert Stevenson. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create 

an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 113 units) with ancillary 

gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing 

building to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq 

m) and extension at sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  

Case Officer: Gemma Delves  

Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr Robert Stevenson 

Email: 
 

Address: Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Residential Amenity  

- Traffic or Highways  

Comments: I object to this application and concur with the numerous 

other objections raised. The proposed scheme is out of 

keeping with the nature and character of the area. It 

detracts from local amenity and would place an 

unsustainable level of burden on an already inadequate 

and struggling local infrastructure provision. 

 

In conjunction with the Westin Hotel development at 

Queen's Quay, opposite the Queenhithe Dock, the 

proposed scheme would result in a small residential 

enclave being entirely flanked by two large, high density, 

24/7 commercial operations. The net effect being a 

surge in transient visitors, service vehicles and taxis. 

 

Gardners Lane is continually congested and regularly 

damaged by service vehicles (as too is the exterior of Sir 
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John Lyon House itself). Residents and visitors are 

regularly woken by service traffic and risk being hit by 

vehicles at four different access and egress locations 

adjacent to Gardners Lane. There is no capacity for 

further commercial traffic and any such increase would 

risk the health and safety of all who use Gardners Lane. 

 

Clearly, the proposed scheme does NOT represent 

sustainable development within the meaning set out in 

the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 

As regards the stated objectives of the operator. They 

can only be described, at best, as disingenuous. There 

are innumerable other far-lower density uses which 

would bring this site back into use.  

 

I understand the façade of the subject building - a dated 

and, arguably, unattractive building - will not be updated 

/ replaced as part of the proposed scheme. The 

proposals make no attempt whatever to improve upon 

the aesthetics of the building. There is no positive impact 

on or contribution to the public realm. 

 

The aim of the scheme is to go as high-density as 

possible - without any attempt to improve the building 

and without regard for the local environment - in order 

to generate maximum commercial returns. I hope the 

planning officers see it fit not to capitulate. 
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: PLN - Comments

Sent: 08 August 2017 11:23

To: PLN - Comments

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 11:22 AM on 08 Aug 2017 from Mr David Standish. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create 

an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 113 units) with ancillary 

gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing 

building to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq 

m) and extension at sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  

Case Officer: Gemma Delves  

Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr David Standish 

Email: 
 

Address: Flat 62, Sir Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Residential Amenity  

- Traffic or Highways  

Comments: I agree with all prior comments. Gardeners Lane is 

already heavily utilised. This will cause grid-lock and 

much greater noise from 24 hour resident access and 

increased deliveries. Delivery noise, as highlighted in 

other submissions, is already a real cause of concern in 

the mornings; from 6:30 onwards. This distrupts rest 

and sleep. Evening noise and congestion will exasperate 

matters. I agree Uber and taxi congestion simply cannot 

be accommodated in the area. The development had too 

many units for the environment and The apart-hotel 

format will exasperate current problems to breaking 

point. The application should be rejected. 
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: PLN - Comments

Sent: 08 August 2017 12:07

To: PLN - Comments

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 12:07 PM on 08 Aug 2017 from Mr Shirish Patel. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create 

an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 113 units) with ancillary 

gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing 

building to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq 

m) and extension at sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  

Case Officer: Gemma Delves  

Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr Shirish Patel 

Email: 
 

Address: Flat 63, Sir John Lyon House 8, High Timber Street 

London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Residential Amenity  

- Traffic or Highways  

Comments: As many residents of Sir John Lyon House have already 

expressed, we too agree with their sentiments of noise, 

increased flow of traffic due to 'apart-hotel' temporary 

residents. Gardeners Lane and the car parking 

associated with Globe View is my biggest concern, this is 

restricted considerably already in the early mornings 

when delivery lorries make deliveries. This will only get 

worse with the new hotel. 

 

Additionally, we live on the 6th floor, we are already 

experiencing considerable noise from the work currently 

underway. Having not seen the plans for the 6th floor 

alterations on Broken Wharf House, my wife and I are 

concerned if our flat will be affected from a light and 

future noise perspective, as our flat shares the wall on 
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the sixth floor of Broken Wharf House. I would be very 

keen to see details of the proposed alterations. 
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: PLN - Comments

Sent: 08 August 2017 12:59

To: PLN - Comments

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 12:58 PM on 08 Aug 2017 from Mr Stephen Auckland. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create 

an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 113 units) with ancillary 

gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing 

building to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq 

m) and extension at sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  

Case Officer: Gemma Delves  

Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr Stephen Auckland 

Email: 
 

Address: Flat 24 Sir John Lyon House London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter Type: Member of the Public 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Traffic or Highways  

Comments: Blocking Gardeners Lane with traffic....should be 

no access here. 
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Ms Claire Durkin

Address: Flat 5 Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:The change of use would be wholly detrimental to the residential area. As residents of

apartments in the City of London we require a quiet living environment and safe space. This

proposal would bring permanent disruption to the area, would cause noise pollution and traffic

chaos, and would undermine the viability of the residential blocks that are well established.

Gardners Lane already suffers congestion through service traffic and there is no capacity for

further commercial traffic. Any increase has major health and safety implications as well as

environmental detriment.

 

The scheme does not represent sustainable development within the meaning set out in the

National Planning Policy Framework. Nor can it be justified on grounds of need. It would be high-

density and permanently noisy, busy and disruptive.

 

The Thames embankments have been enhanced significantly in recent years through

environmentally sympathetic developments of significant aesthetic value, and good quality

apartments offering for permanent residency. This absurd proposal has none of these attributes

and would detract to destruction the improvements made in recent years to the immediate

embankment area.

 

The scheme's focus is short-term quick profit, not long term sympathetic development. It shows no
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awareness of local needs and aspirations, and destroys the living environment for residents

already here. It should not be approved.
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Sehmi, Amrith

From: Broughton, Helen

Sent: 11 August 2017 11:42

To: Delves, Gemma

Subject: FW: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

From: PLN - Comments  

Sent: 09 August 2017 12:29 
To: PLN - Comments 

Subject: Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL 

 

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 12:28 PM on 09 Aug 2017 from Mr G Jack. 

Application Summary 

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4  

Proposal: 

Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create 

an apart-hotel (Use Class C1, 113 units) with ancillary 

gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing 

building to include conversion, extension to infill at 

ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6 sq 

m) and extension at sixth floor to extend roof level 

accommodation (60 sq m).  

Case Officer: Gemma Delves  

Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr G Jack 

Email:  
Address: Flat 26 Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London 
 

Comments Details 

Commenter 

Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 

comment: 
- Noise  

- Residential Amenity  

- Traffic or Highways  

Comments: I agree with all of the comments already raised. I have 

significant concerns about the noise (both during 

building and after), the lack of suitable local 

infrastructure, and a considerable change to the 

community on High Timber Street and Broken Wharf. I 

strongly object to the proposed planning permission 

changes. 

 

My understanding is that previous planning permission 

was given to change the building into a number of 
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residential properties. This is in keeping with the area 

currently being a mix of offices, residences and a few 

restaurants.  

 

Planning permission has already been given, with work 

already started, to build a luxury hotel at the other end 

of Upper Thames Street. This has already led to 

increased noise when work has been carried out as well 

as road closures. This local infrastructure (Upper Thames 

Street) will not be able to cope with two hotels for all the 

reasons already given. 

 

There are already issues regarding rubbish from Globe 

View being left on Gardners Lane as well as the use of a 

compactor. This is already an issue which creates noise 

and hygiene issues.  

 

Without seeing the plans we can not judge the impcat on 

the visual amenity of the building. There is not adequate 

parking, loading and turning facilities. This increased 

traffic will lead to issues around highway safety on Upper 

Thames Street and with the access routes to Upper 

Thames Street. The extra traffic generation will also 

increase noise, as will the staff and tourists. This 

increased disturbance will negatively impact all the 

surrounding residential buildings. 

 

I am not able to comment on the design, appearance 

and materials used as I could not see the plans on this 

site. 
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mrs Nicola Mallard

Address: Apartment 48 Globe View 10 High Timber St London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:Like many residents of this area of the City I am concerned about the addition of further

commercial businesses which will significantly increase traffic (taxis etc) and noise (hotel guests)

in the area. The access road of high timber is narrow and largely one way with vehicles already

using Gardeners lane to park up or turn around. An aparthotel will add significant extra traffic (the

plans are for 113 rooms which is a significant number realtive to the apartments in this area) and

at unsociable hours. There are three residential developments here - Globe View, Sir John Lyon

House and Norfolk House and all would be impacted. The residents of these building are typically

people working in the city which involves long hours so having disruption during the evening would

be very unwelcome. These comments apply obviously post the building phase which itself would

bring significant challenges in the provision of materials and equipment. It is not acceptable to

have access to our car park blocked by delivery vehicles which happens too regularly now.
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mrs Zoya Ponomareva

Address: 60 Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:I also would like to share my concerns regarding the Broken Wharf development into an

apart-hotel:

 

All staff and the deliveries would go through the Gardeners Lane that is too narrow and is in a very

poor condition to deal with this amount of traffic. I am certain the staff would leave their cars in the

SJLH driveway and block the road. Most of the bedroom windows face that side, so any noise

would cause the residents of SJLH lots of troubles. I know the marketing team said that no cars

would come before a certain hour, but as my experience show it never works this way. So I

strongly believe that Gardeners Lane access shouldn't be allowed for regular deliveries and staff

access.

 

At the apart-hotel you plan to have 2-3 apartments on the roof of the Broken Wharf. Our flat is also

located on the roof of SJLH where we have our private terrace connected with the living room and

kitchen. The only thing that physically separates us from the potential flats on top of the Broken

Wharf is: a small wall and a short glass fence at the end of it. With the constant change of guests

from the apart-hotel, we believe it would be a huge security risk (as anyone could easily climb over

to our side), the loss of our privacy and potential problems with noise, rubbish and cigarettes that

people from Broken Wharf might "throw away" into our terrace. Any efforts to close the "gap" at

the end of the wall or make it higher will completely block our view and the view of other flat
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owners that of course none of us will allow.

 

It would be great to refurbish (preferably from the outside as well) and make some use of the

Broken Wharf, but the new development should bring value to the existing area and its

neighbours. A suggested apart-hotel with its café and meeting rooms wouldn't benefit the

residents in this area. What could make a difference for the residents here is probably for the new

development to have a small supermarket that all of us can use.
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Stephen McDonald

Address: Flat 13, Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:I have read & concur in the comments of my neighbours in respect of the proposed

development of 113 units at Broken Wharf. I object to the proposal in its entirety.

The new building will increase traffic congestion around Gardner's Lane due to increased traffic for

laundry, rubbish, food & ancillary deliveries. Additionally, because they are primarily serviced

short-term lets, the intensity of deliveries will be higher. The increased vehicular traffic may

increase the risk of injury to pedestrians & other road users. Scheduling the increased traffic will

lead to more deliveries at irregular times causing noise & inconvenience to residents. The

movement of people around the building (with ostensible reasons for loitering) will pose a risk to

the security of residents & passing tourists.

The 113 unit proposal is totally out of character with current accommodation & hotel developments

in the area. It will increase congestion, noise, a decrease in personal security & the deterioration in

the amenity of the area.

I hesitate to say this as a guest in Britain but the proposed development (113 units crammed over

seven floors) is really something I would expect to see in a 3rd world environment, not in a prime

residential area on the banks of an iconic river in London that rightly considers itself a world

capital. The developers have suggested high-end business personnel would use Broken Wharf as

a short-term let during professional assignments. Given unit sizes from around 20 square metres, I

really don't think so!

My first degree was as a psychologist & I recall the banks of cages at University in which
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experimental rats were accommodated. The proposed complement of 113 units reminds me of

those rats' nests that today would not be deemed suitable arrangements for rodents. There is no

aspect of this new proposal that recommends itself nor that represents a positive contribution to

the amenity of the community.
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Michael Richard Housden

Address: 8 Southside Common London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:I am a Director and Chairman of Globe View Freehold Ltd and a Director of Globe View

Management Ltd.

In this capacity I have submitted an objection by post as my objection exceeds your 2000 words

limit. It has been posted with a certificate of posting today Friday 18th August 2017.

I understand that this will be scanned and placed on the portal on receipt.
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Michael Richard Housden

Address: Globe View Freehold Limited Globe View London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:I refer to my letter of objection contained in the Documents section on behalf of Globe

View Freehold Ltd of which I am a director.

I now understand that the developers SACO have looked at their agreement between Sir John

Lyon House and Broken Wharf House.

The agreement allows Broken Wharf House only access through the Sir John Lyon House land

but is silent regarding any rights in respect of stopping on that land , parking on that land or

unloading on that land.

In consequence unless the residents of Sir John Lyon House grants such rights access for

servicing from the Sir John Lyon House land is inoperable.

This means that Sir John Lyon House can prevent servicing of Broken Wharf House from its

freehold land.

Unless an alternative servicing location is identified by SACO this planning application cannot in

practical terms proceed.
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr David Prescott

Address: Flat 2B Sir John Lyon House 8 High Timber Street London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:I object to this application on the grounds that the proposed scheme is far too high

density for the site which would place an unsustainable burden on the local public realm. The

current residential consent is far more in keeping with the immediate area.

 

As a ground floor resident facing high timber street the additional traffic in terms of vehicles and

pedestrians visiting to the scheme would result in a significant increase in noise with much of this

likely to come at unsociable hours.

 

Gardiners Lane already struggles to service the Sir John Lyon House building and the restaurant

and the additional traffic that would be caused by the service vehicles for the proposed scheme

would be material and excessive.
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Mark Mulcahy

Address: 33 Sir John Lyon House High Timber Street London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

  - Traffic or Highways

Comment:I object to the proposed change of use of Broken Wharf House (2 Broken Wharf

London, EC4) from residential to an apart-hotel, as set out on the City of London's website

(Reference 17/00712/FULL).

 

First, service vehicles use Gardners Lane to access Broken Wharf House. Gardners Lane is very

narrow and is already a busy road. I, amongst others, have nearly been hit by commercial vehicles

on Gardners Lane. An apart-hotel will require considerably more service traffic than residential

apartments. The increase in traffic will increase the risk of an accident.

 

Second, the right of way from Gardners Lane to Broken Wharf House passes through the Sir John

Lyon House courtyard. Because vehicle use of this courtyard is currently limited there is no

separation of roadway and footpath. Sir John Lyon House residents need to walk across the

courtyard to access the waste and recycling bins. Increased traffic and no separation of roadway

and footpath will increase the risk of an accident.

 

I am objecting because of the increased risk of a Sir John Lyon House resident or visitor being

killed or injured by a vehicle. If a resident or visitor is killed or injured then the City of London will

not be able to say that it hadn't been warned.
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Yours sincerely,

 

Mark Mulcahy
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Comments for Planning Application 17/00712/FULL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/00712/FULL

Address: Broken Wharf House 2 Broken Wharf London, EC4

Proposal: Change of use from residential (Use Class C3) to create an apart-hotel (Use Class C1,

113 units) with ancillary gym, workspace and restaurant. Works to existing building to include

conversion, extension to infill at ground floor to create new façade and entrance (40.6sq.m) and

extension at sixth floor to extend roof level accommodation (60sq.m).

Case Officer: Gemma Delves

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr David Ball

Address: 136 Globe View 10 High Timber Street London

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Residential Amenity

Comment:In the 19 years we have lived in Globe View, Gardners Lane has at times been a

problem for both noise and resident's access to the car park under Globe View due to delivery and

contractor's vehicles blocking Gardners Lane; sometimes the issue has been acute and I have

even missed appointments through inability to exit through Gardners Lane when obstreperous

drivers profanely refused to move vehicles. The issue has only been manageable because of the

sterling efforts of the Management of JLH/Globe View by SJP but they will not be able to act thus

for this proposal.

 

An exacerbating issue is the limited unloading space available for vehicles. We already suffer

nuisance when more than one vehicle requires access and a second simply parks in Gardners

Lane or parks so as to project from the JLH unloading area into Gardners Lane.

 

The application for a change of use to an apart-hotel and the servicing of 113 apartments with a

restaurant using Gardners Lane is infeasible as proposed without creating new and huge noise

and access problems for residents of Globe View and John Lyon House.

 

The report of Transport Dynamics clearly recognises the noise and amenity issues as potentially

pernicious but their proposals for for delivery vehicles are unrealistic and those for guests arriving

and leaving at all times will not work because of the nature of the residency where individuals

would have to ensure compliance by their guests.
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We have issues now despite that the servicing requirements of JLH and Globe View are relatively

modest compared to what might be estimated for this Development. This servicing proposal is

unreasonable/unworkable without significant amenity deterioration.

 

The application should only be considered if servicing does NOT use Gardners Lane.

 

Finally, I would vehemently object any new obstruction though increase in building height in the

view that we currently enjoy from the 6th Floor of Globe View down the Thames.
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From: COL - Contact Centre
To: Pln - CC - Development Dc
Subject: FW: PLN FW: Broken Wharf House (ref: 17/00712/FULL) COL:05099357
Date: 31 August 2017 12:52:11

From: Roger Hawkins  
Sent: 30 August 2017 17:46
To: PRO Queue
Cc: 

Subject: Broken Wharf House (ref: 17/00712/FULL)
 
Dear Sirs,
 
Re: Broken Wharf House (ref: 17/00712/FULL)
 
I write in response to GL Hearn’s letter dated 15th August giving information about a
current application for Broken Wharf House, 2 Broken Wharf, EC4V 3DT.
 
I live in flat 4, Norfolk House, adjacent to Broken Wharf House. My living room has 2
windows approximately 6.0m from this proposed ‘aparthotel’ with bedroom windows
looking directly into my flat. Whilst I generally support bringing the building back into
use, I am concerned about increase in noise (especially in the evenings and early
mornings) and loss of amenity with the hotel guests overlooking my property.
 
The submission shows proposed plans only and there are no survey or site plans
available to illustrate the proximity to adjacent residential units. Scaled plans showing
context and adjacent buildings would highlight my concerns and such drawings should
be a requirement of a valid planning approval for change of use.
 
The following measures would be appropriate to mitigate my concerns:
 
1.0 Ground Floor Proposed
1.1 New glazed entrance doors and screen gives direct access to St. Pauls Path from a
dining/lounge area. Any external chairs/tables should have restrictions on late evening
use as was agreed with the previous occupier. New shopfronts are shown in plan but
there does not appear to be a proposed elevation. The prominent location within a
Conservation Area deserves high quality shop fronts. All glazing should be fully
acoustically sealed. High quality materials such as door stops and door closers to avoid
door slamming should be specified.
1.2 For the reception, new entrance screen should be acoustically sealed with lobbied
doors to prevent noise transmission. Alternatively, the proposed entrance should be
relocated to the first building bay, where the existing entrance is located, to move the
potential source of noise away from Norfolk House residencies.
 
2.0 Upper Floors
2.1 A new glazed shopfront is shown at first floor level, to provide a ‘new internal
acoustic separating wall/windows’ to room no’s 105, 106 and 107. This proposed new
wall could extend full height of the building, to offer the same acoustic separation on all
floors. If it is deemed necessary at first floor level then it is also required directly above,
given the same proximity to Norfolk House. As noted above I am concerned about loss
of privacy with hotel bedrooms looking directly into my living room from a distance of
6.0m. At the very least, fixed external louvres could offer hotel guests a view of the river
and block off direct views into adjacent property.
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3.0 Roof Areas
3.1 It is noted that GL Hearn state in the covering letter, that no access will be included
to the roof terrace, yet 3 rooms (601, 602 and 603) have new entrance screens directly
onto areas mentioned ‘terrace’, at roof level. I cannot see how no roof access can be
realistic. The careful design of proposed privacy screens is therefore essential to
mitigate against loss of privacy as direct views into no. 1, 4, 7 and 10 Norfolk House.
These are not clearly shown on the application.
 
4.0 Plant
4.1 The change of use from office to and ‘aparthotel’ will undoubtedly add a
considerable amount of mechanical and electrical plant, yet this is not clearly shown in
the application.
4.2 The roof plan suggests that existing air handling plant is to be re-used. My
understanding is that ventilation and air handling requirements will be considerably
more and if the existing plant is to be re-used it is likely to be supplemented by
additional equipment. To ensure that no additional noise is produced, an acoustic
survey is required to record existing NR levels which can then be fully monitored at
completion of the works. Any approval should insist on these existing levels not being
exceeded with survey data to demonstrate any new M&E equipment is compliant. There
have already been recent complaints from Norfolk House residents about noise levels
from temporary generators, dealt with by your environmental team.
4.3 Kitchen Extraction – The previous occupier served cold food only and did not have a
full kitchen. If the proposed dining accommodation is to have a full kitchen then it’s
kitchen extraction and location need to be fully identified.  This will need proper attention
to avoid noise and kitchen smells causing further loss of amenity to neighbours.
4.3 Boiler Flue – The proposed change of use to hotel will considerably increase hot
water demand. The location and discharge details of any new boiler flue should be
agreed to ensure it will not impact local residential use.
 
Please treat this letter as formal objection to the proposed change of use until further
information and evidence can be provided to demonstrate the above noted mitigation
proposals and design changes are implemented.
 
Yours sincerely
 
997_N276_high

Roger Hawkins
 
Roger Hawkins
Partner

PA - Emily Skelton
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Logo

 
159 St John Street Follow us on LinkedIn
London EC1V 4QJ Follow us on Twitter

www.hawkinsbrown.com

AJ100 Practice of the Year 2016 & 2017

LEGAL NOTICE: This email is sent for and on behalf of Hawkins\Brown. This emails
and any attachments are confidential and may also be privileged. If you have received
this message in error, please (a) notify the sender immediately, (b) destroy this email
and any attachments, and (c) do not use, copy, store and/or disclose to any person
this email and any attachments.
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Broughton, Helen

From: PLN - Comments
Subject: FW: Planning application - Planning application for Broken Wharf House, 2 broken 

Wharf, London EC4. Ref no 17/00712/FULL

 

From: Robin Allen 
Sent: 28 November 2017 15:23 
To: PLN - Comments <PLNComments@cityoflondon.gov.uk> 
Cc: Gay Moon 
Subject: FW: Planning application - Planning application for Broken Wharf House, 2 broken Wharf, London EC4. Ref 
no 17/00712/FULL 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 

  Re: Planning application for Broken Wharf House, 2 broken Wharf, London EC4. Ref no 17/00712/FULL  

We write in relation to all the current planning application(s) in relation to the above address.  We are the owners of 
Flat 112, Globe View, 10, High Timber Street, London EC4V 3PS.  

We are opposed to this planning application being granted for the following reasons– 

1. Firstly we consider that the conversation of this office block into an apart hotel will give rise to a 
number of significant traffic issues in a very limited and congested space.  The proposed hotel is at 
the end of a cul-de-sac; the back entrance to the proposed hotel is down a very narrow lane. 

2. We are particularly concerned about the Gardiners Lane access because this is already the access for 
the Globe View car park and waste disposal. It is a narrow cobbled street not suitable for significant 
increased access for the extra services this proposed development would involve. 

3. We also note that the design and access statement shows the Gardiners Lane entrance attached to the 
disabled access statement. If it is suggested that there should be disabled access through Gardiners 
Lane we would want to say that such a cobbled street is certainly not suitable for wheelchairs and 
disabled access should not be achieved via a service entrance.  We would encourage those 
responsible for considering this planning decision to make a site visit to see just how unsuitable the 
Gardiners Lane entrance would be for disabled visitors. 

4. Refuse – if more refuse sites are established adjacent to Gardiners Lane this will exacerbate the risk 
of vermin in the area and other environmental hazards. 

5. Finally we consider  that there is a real risk for fire safety in this area.  While parts of the 
development could be reached by from the river the back of the building would be very difficult 
indeed for a fire engine to reach. 

Please note our objections to this development. 

Yours sincerely Robin Allen QC and Gay Moon 

 
Robin Allen QC 
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From:
To:

Delves, Gemma 

Subject: FW: Broken Wharf House - Updated Transport Statement
Date: 23 February 2018 09:56:11

From: Housden, Mike 
Sent: 22 February 2018 15:35
To: Delves, Gemma 

Subject: Fw: Broken Wharf House - Updated Transport Statement

Dear Gemma 

I attach below Jo's reply to my earlier E mail 

On the basis of Jo's email below(21 Feb 2018 3.29pm) and on the basis thatthe planning 
authority would make it a condition of any planning consent that may be granted by it pursuant 
to the planning application 17/00712/FULL that the use of Gardners Lane be restricted so that 
only refuse and recycling is to be removed from the rear of Broken Wharf House with all other 
deliveries and servicing taking place from High Timber Street and Broken Wharf , I can confirm 
that my objection to the development scheme is withdrawn 

Kind regards 

Mike Housden

From: Jo Sistern 
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 03:29 PM
To: Housden, Mike [Fin]; 
Subject: RE: Broken Wharf House - Updated Transport Statement
Hi Mike,

Sorry for the delay in coming back to you. I have pleasure in confirming that:

‘Draft’ has been removed from the title of the attached and this has been sent to the City
of London for upload to the Planning Portal
The copy highlighted below has also been changed to reflect your proposed wording below in
yellow

I can confirm that the Planning Authority will also still condition any permission in relation to the
Servicing Management Plan needing to “include that only refuse and recycling is to be removed from
the rear of Broken Wharf with all other deliveries and servicing taking place from High Timber Street
and Broken Wharf”.

I do hope that this answers all of your remaining queries and that this will mean you feel sufficiently
comfortable to withdraw your objection; I look forward to hearing from you.

Many thanks and kind regards

Jo
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